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Our journey so far and future plans

Chair’s
introduction
Our Plan presents how we
intend to successfully deliver
our strategy and looks to
the next five years of our
development and growth.
We enter an exciting phase with
ambitious plans to expand. We
continue to grow through additional
subsidiary companies, which now
include Maxmedia (a graphic design
and communications agency) and
Arcon Housing.
The inclusion of Arcon Housing
represents a significant shift in
our operating footprint within
Greater Manchester. Our combined
strength means we are better
placed to deliver our development
and growth strategies by accessing
new housing markets and delivery
models. Also, we continue to
enhance our offer to tenants and
residents and the outcome of all
this effort is greater influence and
recognition as a leading regional
developer.

Together with Arcon Housing,
we will embark on providing
1,400 quality new homes for the
affordable housing market over the
next five years. We will also invest
a further c£31 million per annum
to improve our existing homes and
ensure all our stock continues to
meet the Decent Homes standard
for the benefit of all our tenants
and communities.
We are going to carry out a stock
condition survey so we can better
understand how well our properties
are performing. This information
will help inform our investment
decisions so that the work we carry
out on our homes meets the needs
of our tenants.
The pace of change across
Greater Manchester is rapid and
driven in part by devolution. We
must be ready to respond to new
and innovative opportunities;
and strengthen our existing
partnerships, increase our
influence and build new
partnerships regionally, for the
benefit of tenants, residents and
communities.

Our five year Strategic Programme
includes details of the projects
we will progress over the lifetime
of Our Plan and how we intend to
measure our success. These also
include projects to improve our
day to day operational services,
support tenants and residents, and
help our communities to continually
grow and thrive. Our annual report
sets out our commitment and
performance on delivering these
services in more detail.
Our subsidiary companies continue
to grow and produce their individual
business plans, to positively
contribute towards our overall
objectives.
Above all, our commitment
remains firm to provide many
more much needed quality and
affordable homes, build strong
and sustainable communities, and
offer a wider range of services for
tenants and residents.
Tracy Woods
Chair, Bolton at Home
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1. Who we are
Bolton at Home

Arcon Housing
Association
Limited

R-haus Living
Limited

Starts with you
Limited

Maxmedia
Communications
Limited

Stonecross
Homes Limited

Arcon
Developments
Limited

Our structure is shown above and
consists of two registered providers,
Bolton at Home and Arcon
Housing, and four other subsidiary
companies, each with their own
operational business plans. Arcon
Housing also has a commercial
subsidiary Arcon Developments
Limited. Both Bolton at Home and
Arcon Housing are registered with
the Regulator of Social Housing and
we have an interim group rating
of G1 for governance and V2 for
financial viability.

Bolton at Home Limited –
www.boltonathome.org.uk
Bolton at Home is a registered
housing provider and a community
benefit society. We are financially
strong and our profits are
reinvested back into our business
so we can support our communities
to thrive and flourish.

We constantly strive to meet the
needs of our tenants and residents
by designing services that are
accessible, effective and deliver
positive outcomes. We also have
ambitious development plans to
provide more new homes and
improve our 17,559 social housing
properties to give as many people
as we can the opportunity to live in
a quality, affordable home.
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1. Who we are continued
We deliver a wide range of
additional support services
to help tenants and residents
be independent and to help
communities be sustainable.
These include:

• Neighbourhood safety services
that work to reduce crime and
disorder on our estates and
make them safer places to live,
and help to protect vulnerable
people;

• A community investment
programme and area-based
initiatives across the borough
supporting people’s health,
wellbeing and resilience;

• Debt and money advice
services help to tackle poverty
by supporting tenants to
maximise their income and
Starts with you provides
guidance on how tenants can
‘keep warm for less’;

• An employment support offer
that addresses issues of
worklessness and supports
tenants and residents back
into work, including the launch
of our Working Wardrobe
initiative and providing ongoing
in-work support;
• Free to attend intensive PopUp
business courses to develop
people’s entrepreneurial skills
and help them launch new
local businesses;
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• Supporting Hoot, Bolton’s
credit union, to offer fair loans
and secure savings;
• Our Careline service,
supporting tenants and
residents to remain
independent in their homes;

• Care and Repair, available to
all Bolton residents, delivers
a handyperson service and
affordable warmth initiatives,
and provides disabled
adaptations and repair services
so tenants and residents can
remain in their own homes;
and
• Our UCAN centres are where
our staff and partners provide
a wide range of advice,
signposting and support to our
communities.

Our journey so far and future plans
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Our stock across the North West at 2018
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Arcon Housing Limited &
Arcon Developments Limited
(ADL) - www.arcon.org.uk
Arcon Housing is a registered
housing provider and a community
benefit society that joined Bolton at
Home in April 2019. Arcon Housing
manages nearly 1,200 properties
across the Greater Manchester
region, Lancashire and Cheshire.
Their dispersed geography and
a shared vision means both
organisations are strongly
positioned to take advantage of
a wider range of opportunities
and increase our influence in the
Greater Manchester area.

Stockport

Cheshire East

R-haus Living Limited www.r-haus.org

Maxmedia Limited www.max-mediagroup.co.uk

R-haus Living acquires and lets
market-rented housing for profit.
Bolton at Home established the
company in March 2017 and it
continues to source homes to rent
at market rates.

Bolton at Home acquired
Maxmedia in October 2017.
Maxmedia provides marketing and
communication services to the
social housing sector. It is focussing
on increasing its customer base,
extending its product offer and
securing preferred supplier status
within the sector.

As a wholly owned subsidiary of
Bolton at Home, R-haus Living
currently features a mixed portfolio
of 127 properties with plans to
increase this to 154.
Starts with you Limited www.startswithyou.org.uk
Starts with you is a wholly owned
subsidiary of Bolton at Home. The
company is a social enterprise and
provides a range of employment
and community support services in
and around Greater Manchester.

Stonecross Homes Limited www.stonecrosshomes.co.uk
Stonecross Homes was established
by Bolton at Home in 2018 to
provide homes for sale, including
shared ownership, at improved
value for money.
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2. Our governance
Our growth has been helped by a
robust approach to governance, set
up to be responsive to our needs
now and in the future.

Profiles of our Board members can
be found on our website at
www.boltonathome.org.uk/ourboard.

We are run by a board of 9-10
members. Currently there are
two board members nominated
by Bolton Council and all board
members are recruited on the basis
of a skills assessment.

The main parent Board is supported
by three committees (two of which
serve both registered providers)
and their respective responsibilities
are provided on our website at
www.boltonathome.org.uk/
governance-and-regulation.

Bolton at Home
Group Board

Arcon Housing
Association
Board

Group Audit &
Risk Committee

Group
Governance &
Bolton at Home
HR Committee

Bolton at Home
Operations
Committee

Scrutiny
People
Committee
(Arcon HR/Staff
Remuneration
Committee)

Growth
Committee

Scrutiny
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3. Our aim and
objectives
The aim of Bolton at Home is to create:
‘Homes and neighbourhoods we can all be proud of’
We want ‘to provide homes as
a bedrock for strong places,
and to support disadvantaged
people and their communities to
flourish’. Our objectives are:
• Meeting the housing needs
of our current and future
customers;
• Supporting our customers to
be more independent and our
communities to flourish; and
• Ensuring that our business
is well run, responsible and
financially secure.
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To help deliver our objectives,
our Leadership Team has
developed a five year Strategic
Programme. This work ensures
our long term sustainability, and
delivers core services efficiently
and in a cost effective manner
whilst realising our ambitions for
growth.

Our journey so far and future plans
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4. Our people

To support our organisational
structure, the development of our
People Strategy is driven by our
organisational objectives and the
rapid diverse pace of change in
the workplace. Our approach is
to create an engaging, supporting
culture and cultivating leadership
and talent for our staff to bring
their ‘best selves’ to work.

Specifically, we are focussed on:
• Adopting simpler, flexible and
agile structures with a business
focus;
• Developing a highly skilled,
diverse workforce ready for the
future;
• Creating a culture where our
staff bring their best selves to
work supported with excellent
leadership; and
• Developing solution focussed
support with efficient technology
enabled solutions.
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5. Our operating
environment

Our core business is to
provide housing management
and maintenance services
to 17,559 social housing
properties.
We review our priorities in response
to our ever changing operating
environment and take into
account our current structure, our
development ambitions, and the
need to deliver value for money
and social value and develop
innovative services that deliver
the right outcomes for tenants and
residents.

Key elements of focus in our
operating environment are:
• Increased focus on value for
money;
• Increasing growth and
development;
• Understanding the performance
and investment needs of our
current housing stock;

• Building on regional partnerships;
• Delivering social value;
• Delivering energy efficient and
environmental solutions; and
• Continuing to support tenants
and residents in challenging
times.
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6. Our future
priorities

Jon Lord,
Group Chief
Executive

Noel Sharpe, Deputy
Chief Executive and
Executive Director of
Customer and Place

Edward Mellor,
Executive Director
of Finance

Ian Ankers, Executive
Director of Business
Development and
Managing Director of
Arcon Housing
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Strategic Programme,
2019/20 to 2024
1. Meeting the housing needs of our current and future customers by:
Key development projects

Work streams and tasks

Key outputs and /or outcomes by 2024

a) Developing and
implementing the active
asset management
strategy to invest c£31m
from Bolton at Home
each year in homes and
help create strong and
flourishing communities

Implement our Group Active Asset
Management Strategy to invest
c£31m pa from Bolton at Home

Ensure all our properties meet the Decent
Homes standard each year
Review the Repairs and Maintenance Policy
(2019/20)
Develop rigorous appraisal data and
processes for property based assets (20182020)
Update Group Asset Management Strategy
with Arcon Housing (2019/20)
Provide an improved service for leaseholders

Improve our stock data to enable
better property performance analysis

Undertake full stock condition survey (80%)
to be completed by April 2021
Update Bolton at Home specification and
protocol documents for complex buildings by
2020/21

Update delivery mechanisms
for asset investment (18-21) by
evaluating the value of technical
services and partners/external
contractors

Review of costs by the end of Sept 2019 and
agree outcomes

Make our homes more energy efficient

Aim for our properties to achieve an average
SAP (predicted energy assessment) rating of
73 by 2023
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Key development projects

Work streams and tasks

Key outputs and /or outcomes by 2024

b) Increasing the range
of housing options for our
current and future tenants
and providing a bedrock
for strong places by
delivering up to 1,400 new
homes by April 2024

Offering a range of homes and
tenures to deliver our development
ambition through most appropriate
funding models

Deliver our development ambition to offer a
wider range of housing options and tenures
Deliver/acquire up to 1,400 properties by end
of 2023/4
Deliver an extra care scheme/s

Develop our Group Development
Strategy

Increase range of housing options available
(inc property type, tenure and geographic
location) for our tenants over lifetime of
business plan
Build on experience of offsite modular homes
and increase this method of construction in
the development programme going forward
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Deliver joint ventures to widen
housing options

Undertake exploratory phase and propose
options by 2020/21

Prepare and submit a bid to retain
the Care and Repair services currently
provided to Bolton Council

Successfully secure the contract (2019/20)

Contribute to growth within Bolton by
delivering specific actions in the
21st Century Bolton action plan
(Bolton Council plan)

Deliver the actions that align with the key
themes from the plan

Our journey so far and future plans

2. Supporting our customers to be more independent, healthy and our
communities to flourish by
Key development projects

Work streams and tasks

Key outputs and /or outcomes by 2024

a) Investing £1.9m
annually in services,
initiatives and enterprise
in communities

Deliver and implement our AntiPoverty Strategy

Provide services to 1,500 tenants and
residents every year

Create a comprehensive end to end
pathway into work, building on
existing pilots and development work

Support up to 500 tenants and residents into
training and employment every year

Maximise the value of tenant and
organisational spend on fuel
including a review of the design and
specification manual to incorporate
improved energy efficiency as part of
the Bolton Standard

Aim for our properties to achieve an average
SAP (predicted energy assessment) rating of
73 by 2023
Reduce our fleet fuel consumption by 20% by
2024
Increase the use of electric vehicles
Review our design and specification manual
by 2023/24

Improve energy efficiency in
communal areas

Review our Heating Strategy including
communal heating and charges

Improve energy efficiency in offices

Reduce energy consumption in our offices by
10% from the 2018/19

Deliver a progressive Community
Investment Programme of activity
that supports the health, wellbeing and
resilience of tenants and residents

Deliver a comprehensive programme of
community investment activity to increase
numbers of volunteers, beneficiaries and
participants
Provide tenants and residents with navigating
support and work with a wide range of
organisations to ensure that appropriate
support/activities can be accessed

b) Products and services
that improve customer
service or generate new
income

Secure funding to enable the Community
Investment Team to provide more activities/
initiatives and to support community groups
to secure external funding so they can deliver
more activities within their communities
Facilitate action days within communities
every year
Increase the number of customer
interactions managed through the
Customer Relationship Management
(CRM) system, including providing
opportunities for tenants to self serve

By the end of March 2020, complete transition
of support to managed service provider
Build two further end to end service processes
within the CRM system
Integrate CRM with our document
management system
Scope use of the system on mobile devices
Link CRM to our telephone system
Upgrading CRM
Make CRM available to the wider business
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3. Ensuring that our business grows, is well run, responsible and financially
secure through:
Key development projects

Work streams and tasks

Key outputs and /or outcomes by 2024

a) Improving governance
and management to meet
the changing needs of the
business

Carry out a governance remuneration
review for the group, embed changes to
the group governance structure

Implement effective governance, which meets
and exceeds regulatory and best practice
standards

BTS approved by Group Board and
Update and Implement Business
Technology (BTS) Strategy agreed by implemented
the Group Board
Implement our new electronic property
system/s

Renew property systems to automate and
strengthen our processes ensure health and
safety compliance
Reduce risk arising from redundant hardware
and software

b) A People Strategy that
enables our people to
bring their best selves to
work
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Re procure our IT infrastructure

Complete process and have provider in place

Develop and implement a People
Strategy, building on our current
position, creating an engaging
supportive culture and cultivating
leadership and talent for our people to
bring their best selves to work

By 2021, to ensure simpler, flexible and agile
structures with a focus on our customers and
business effectiveness

Our journey so far and future plans

Key development projects

Work streams and tasks

Improve cost effectiveness and
c) Securing the viability
and growth of the business value for money (VFM) of services in
line with our VFM Strategy
and increase year on year
efficiencies, social value
and value for money
service delivery

Key outputs and /or outcomes by 2024
Review our loan structure to ensure we have
sufficient funding to deliver all the new homes
over the next 5 years
Review our procurement process to ensure we
consistently achieve VFM to achieve optimal
benefit
Benchmarking our higher cost areas and
taking a strategic view on the VFM they
deliver by end of Sept 2019
Update our VFM Strategy for Committee/
Board approval by end of Sept 2019

Review our approach to social value to
ensure that social value is maximised,
measured and reported on across our
group and in collaboration with Greater
Manchester Housing Providers (GMHP)

Review and update the Social Value Strategy
to ensure social value for the whole group is
incorporated
Increase social value contributions delivered
year on year
Report on the outcomes from our social value
activity

Strengthen our approach to engaging
customers and ensuring their voice is
heard by establishing and embedding
a revised and enhanced customer
experience approach to drive a
customer focus throughout Bolton at
Home

Improve the quality of how we interact with
our customers and improve satisfaction

Implement the Arcon Housing
transitional plan to fully establish
Arcon within our group

Deliver the commitments in the transition
plan and ensure a successful assimilation of
Arcon Housing within the group

Increase partnership working with
Greater Manchester Combined
Authority (GMCA) and Greater
Manchester Housing Health &
Social Care Partnership (GMHSCP)
to address the gap between housing
need and supply across GM and
achieve greater VFM from public sector
resources

Expand development in Bolton and Greater
Manchester (GM)

Undertake a strategic review of
our work with our subsidiaries to
maximise benefits for our operation.

Test the return on investment, financial and
other outcomes across all of the subsidiaries
and plans for the future

Increase our reputational value and reduce
customer dissatisfaction

Increase partnership working to meet
demand for services
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7. Value for money
(VFM)

We are financially strong
with a significant asset base
and capacity to develop.
We remain committed to
achieving VFM in all we do as
we consider it a fundamental
element of being a successful,
growing business.
We have a number of activities
planned to deliver VFM, these
include:
• Reviewing our loan structure
to ensure we have sufficient
funding to deliver all the new
homes over the next 5 years
and ensuring our Development
Strategy reflects this;
• Undertaking a stock condition
survey to better understand
our stock performance and
future investment needed;
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• Reviewing our procurement
process to ensure we
consistently achieve VFM
through the procurement of
goods and services to achieve
optimal benefit;
• Maximising the returns from
our subsidiary companies by
undertaking a performance
review during 2019/20;
• Benchmarking our higher cost
areas and taking a strategic
view on the VFM they deliver
through ongoing benchmarking
and organisational objectives;
and
• Reviewing how we deliver
social value.

Our 40-year financial plan is
based on the 2019/20 budget
approved by our Board in March
2019. 2019/20 is the final year of
planned 1% rent reductions. Our
VFM statement for 2017/18 can
be found on our website at
www.boltonathome.org.uk/valuefor-money.
Our 5 year programme for 20192024 includes specific targets
for VFM, the first year’s savings
being those required to deal
with the final year of the 1%
rent reductions and subsequent
savings targets of £250k per
annum.

Our journey so far and future plans

8. Development
and growth

Since being established
in 2012, our development
programme continues to
reflect our aspirations to
build many more, much
needed, new affordable
homes in our region. We have
built or acquired 278 homes
since 2012.
During 2018/19 we have continued
our development activity:

In 2018/19, we brought to market
our first shared ownership homes.
We will continue to work on
developing our home ownership/
equity model offer, which will take
into account our future new build
and Right to Buy replacement
programme. Where sites offer a
positive opportunity for shared or
home ownership, we will include
these in our tenure offer.

• Obtained planning approval for a
further 22 homes.

In 2019 we start our largest
development to date by building
218 new properties and we want to
build even more over the next few
years and offer a balanced range of
tenure and property types.

During this period we sold 164
properties through Right to Buy and
Right to Acquire schemes.

To support our programmes, we
will be launching a new Group
Development Strategy that will

• Completed 93 new build homes;
• Started to build another 27
homes; and

outline our plans to deliver up to
1,400 new homes over the next five
years with Arcon Housing. Together
we will be able to take advantage
of more opportunities for land and
sites across the region.
We have recently secured additional
long term investment to resource
our new build ambitions. This new
programme will consist of our own
new build and acquisitions to meet
our strategic priorities both in
Bolton and surrounding areas.
All of our decisions to invest in new
build properties are thoroughly
appraised and tested in our
business plan to ensure they
contribute positively to the future
financial health of the organisation.
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9. Growth Strategy

In March 2019 Group Board
approved a Growth Strategy,
which provides an overarching
approach, in conjunction with the
Development Strategy, ensuring
all business developments are
coordinated and complementary
to the future direction of the
organisation.
Group Board sets out the
following principles for the
strategy:
• Any large scale growth protects
and adds value to our core
social landlord responsibilities;
• Our asset base is protected,
ensuring that our core stock
is maintained and improved
in line with the Asset
Management Strategy;
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• The quality of our services to
existing tenants and residents
are sustained and where
possible improved, and we
continue to deliver against
both National and Local
Standards;
• The financial viability of the
our Business Plan is either
sustained or strengthened; and
• Opportunities are aligned to
our organisational objectives.

Our journey so far and future plans

10. Performance
of our current
housing stock
Our Asset Management
Strategy ensures that existing
assets meet the requirements
of the people who live in or
use them and guides the
future decisions about those
assets.

By reviewing our design and
specification standards, we will
improve VFM and where we can
incorporate new energy efficient
technologies to help tenants reduce
their expenditure on gas and
electricity.

We will work over the next two
years to better align the asset
management strategies of Bolton at
Home and Arcon Housing.

Over the next two years we will
refresh our stock data through a
large scale condition survey, which
will update our understanding of
the type and quality of our housing
stock. This will allow us to develop
better property investment plans
that meet the needs of tenants and
residents, and complement our
development programme.
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11. Building on
regional partnerships

As a member of Greater
Manchester Housing Providers
(GMHP) we continue to build
on our partnership with Greater
Manchester Combined Authority
(GMCA) and the Greater
Manchester (GM) Mayoral Office
to drive economic growth,
support public service reform and
to influence housing outcomes
across the Greater Manchester
Conurbation and beyond into
Lancashire and Cheshire.
Over the next three years, GMHP
will focus on delivering outcomes
in three key areas of health,
development and homelessness.
A new Memorandum of
Understanding (MoU) is being
developed between GMHP, GMCA
and GM Health and Social Care
Partnership to take this work
forward.
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We recognise our role as a key
contributor to deliver the new
GM Housing Strategy, which is
due to be approved in summer
2019. This presents us with
an opportunity to maximise
affordable and aspirational
housing provision alongside
economic growth to support the
delivery of new housing supply
and reducing the cost of public
services.
GMHP continues to progress its
proposal for a Joint Development
Vehicle to help with the
ambitious target to deliver over
12,000 new homes by 2021. The
joint venture has been launched
with ten GMHP partners,
including Bolton at Home, having
signed up to provide new build
housing.

With two housing providers in
our structure, we will be able to
play a fuller part in these plans.
Our flexible approach will help us
as we seek to maximise all new
supply opportunities across a
wider geographic area and create
a balanced portfolio.
The private rented sector
continues to grow and GMHP and
GMCA will be working together to
ensure good housing provision.
This includes the creation of an
ethical lettings agency model,
which will be delivered by four
key GMHP partners. This builds
on our strong reputation on
developing private sector leasing.

Our journey so far and future plans

12. Delivering
social value

Delivering social value
remains at the core of our
social objectives and reflected
in our Social Value Policy
2016 – 2021, which can be
found at www.boltonathome.
org.uk/social-value.
Over the past 12 months we have
continued to deliver social value
projects and initiatives that benefit
our customers and communities,
working together with a wide range
of partners.

We have also worked closely with
Bolton Social Value Partnership,
Greater Manchester Housing
Providers and Greater Manchester
Social Value Network to develop
our collaborative approach to social
value, learn from our partners
across Greater Manchester,
benchmark our progress and
influence our stakeholders to
deliver more social value.

We are preparing a Group Social
Value Report that will highlight the
social value that we have delivered
during 2018/19 and confirm our
future priorities.
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13. Energy efficiency
and environmental
sustainability
We have continued to
make improvements to our
environmental performance by
delivering projects identified
under our Environmental
Sustainability Strategy. These
have included generating
£20,000 of efficiency savings
following the installation of low
energy LED lighting in our offices,
reducing our electricity usage
and procuring a new electricity
contract for the business,
which sources 100% green
electricity producing zero harmful
greenhouse gases and reduces
our carbon footprint. We have
also purchased three electric cars
for staff use to further reduce our
carbon footprint.
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Our Keep Warm for Less
programme, delivered with Starts
with you, has provided support
and advice on smarter energy
use saving our customers over
£80,000 in reduced fuel bills.
In conjunction with GMCA, we
have developed a new low carbon
and affordable heating solution
to replace 70 costly storage
heaters in all-electric properties.
This will halve running costs
whilst providing controllable heat
and hot water for our tenants,
through air source heat pumps.

In 2019/20, we will continue to
focus on the energy efficiency
of our housing stock. We have
established targets to improve
our energy performance ratings
and continue to develop our
Heating Strategy, considering the
future use of gas as a heating
fuel.

Our journey so far and future plans

14. Supporting
tenants and residents
We have a proud and
successful history of being
more than a traditional
landlord. We are committed
to investing in people and
communities and understand
that this investment will not
only strengthen but help to
create neighbourhoods that
will thrive and flourish.
This includes leading on and
delivering extensive community
investment schemes such as:
• Men in Sheds providing a holistic
and practical space to learn new
skills and improve mental health;
• Establishing a peer navigation
programme to help tenants and
residents access support from
community projects and public
services, encourage healthy eating
and better mental health; and
• Women’s groups, parenting
activities, community cafes and
food growing sites.
Providing a core employment
support offer such as:
• Access to workclubs and help with
CVs through our UCAN centres;
• Delivering in work support to help
with the transition from benefits to
paid work;

• Launch of Working Wardrobe
providing high quality interview
clothing;
• Work placements that give tenants
and residents 8 weeks work
experience with Bolton at Home
and our partners; and
• Working in partnership with PopUp
Business School to support local
people who seek to start up their
own business.
Improving our provision of older
peoples’ services by:
• Addressing wellbeing and isolation
issues through our network on
Ambition for Ageing initiatives;
• Reviewing our Careline service
offer to tenants and residents; and
• Delivery on an extra care scheme.
Helping our customers to maximise
their income by:
• Expanding our debt and money
advice services so all residents of
Bolton can benefit from specialist
advice; and
• Introducing our ‘cuppa cash’
initiative aimed at helping older
tenants to identify additional
sources of income through welfare
benefits checks and other sources.

Providing sustainment and
support services by:
• Delivering tailored and bespoke
support for our tenants and
families to maintain their
tenancies;
• Providing housing and personal
support addressing issues of
isolation, poverty and complex
needs experienced by our tenants;
• Providing safety planning, housing
and personal support through our
Domestic Abuse Service; and
• Working in partnership with GM
Home Forces Covenant Group to
identify armed forces veterans
(tenants, residents and staff) to
ensure we provide access/signpost
to specialist services with a long
term aim of re-engaging and
participating in their communities.
Every year we publish our
Annual Report detailing our key
achievements over the past 12
months and how we will priorities
to continue supporting tenants and
residents over the coming year.
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15. Meeting our
performance goals
and addressing risks
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Our objectives and relationship to the key
risks faced by the organisation

Neighbourhood
safety services

Changing
demographics
and aspirations

Development
sites/costs
Health &
safety
Safeguarding

Meeting the
housing needs of
our current and
future customers

Brexit

Supporting our
customers to
be more
independent
and our
communities
to flourish

Welfare Benefit
Reforms
Rapid growth &
diversification

Fraud

Industrial
action by staff
Failure of a
major supplier
IT fails to keep up
with organisational
requirements
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Sales risk

Ensuring that our
business is well run,
responsible and
financially secure

Workforce
planning

Continued
Value for Business
Plan
Money
viability

GDPR noncompliance
Low data
integrity

Our journey so far and future plans

The most significant risks on the
Corporate Risk Register are shown
below although it is recognised
that emerging risks such as those
associated with the larger sales
programme will escalate in the
coming years.
The most significant risks at the
end of March 2019 were:
• Welfare benefit reforms and
Universal Credit (UC):
Overall risk of increased rent
arrears and bad debt as a result
of the range of welfare benefit
reforms and the continued
reforms announced in the July
2015 budget. Although the
rollout of managed migration of
UC is on hold at present, the
full rollout in Bolton to new and
existing UC claimants started in
November 2018. The potential
number of tenants affected by
UC once the system is rolled
out to existing legacy benefit
claimants is around 5,600. This

does not factor in new claimants
who need to make a claim for UC
with the number to be upwards
of 7,000.
• Health and safety:
There is a risk of non-compliance
with legislation and regulation
that may result in injury or death
of employees or customers and
litigation by the HSE.
Stress testing approach and
key sensitivities
A detailed set of sensitivity tests
and stress tests have been applied
to the business plan based on
the key risks from the Corporate
Risk Register and the significant
liabilities from the liabilities
register. The results of the tests
are monitored against the three
main tests that apply in the loan
agreement:
1) Interest cover test – a measure
of how many times our surplus
covers our interest costs.

2) Gearing – a comparison of our
outstanding loans to the historic
cost of our properties.
3) Asset cover – checking the value
of security against the loans
outstanding.
The results of the testing show
the plan is sensitive to drops in
sales income, particularly from first
tranche sales of shared ownership
and right to buy sales income.
Changes to the expected method
of setting rent increases also cause
problems passing the interest cover
test.
Two stress tests have been run,
which both cause the interest
cover to be breached although
neither tests caused issues for the
gearing or asset cover covenants.
A plan of mitigating actions is
being developed, which would be
available to deal with scenarios
such as those set out in the stress
tests.
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16. Performance
management
framework
Our current framework has
been established to ensure
that stakeholders at all levels
can monitor our performance
and identify areas for
improvement.
Group Board receives quarterly
reports incorporating both
financial and performance
measures to allow members
to scrutinise performance. The
measures within the report are
linked to our organisational
objectives. Group Board also
receives updates on each
subsidiary at each meeting along
with quarterly reports.
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Group Board also receives sixmonthly updates in relation to
the work streams and tasks
in the Strategic Programme.
Targets or milestones are
assigned to each work stream/
task for the coming year and
updates provided as to whether
the targets have been met.
Outcomes for the end of the
5 year programme are clearly
stated and tracked.
The Operations Committee’s
quarterly report provides detail
about performance for services
across the business, with an
emphasis on measures that
demonstrate the impact on
tenants. Each year, both Group
Board and Operations Committee
review the measures reported to
them, and Group Board approves
the associated targets for these
measures.

Where appropriate, we
benchmark with similar
organisations.
Bolton at Home’s Leadership
Team scrutinises a number
of performance indicators for
key areas of the business on a
monthly basis and operational
monitoring information is
produced on a weekly or monthly
basis, to allow managers to
track the performance of our key
services. This information allows
managers to respond to any
issues at the earliest opportunity.
Processes are in place to
gather tenant and resident
feedback for key services on a
regular basis, including repairs
and maintenance, antisocial
behaviour and complaints. Other
surveys are also carried out on
a periodic or ad hoc basis as
needed

Our journey so far and future plans

Performance highlights from
2018/19
We collected 99% of the rent due
from current tenants. From 7
November 2018, Bolton became
a ‘Full Service’ area for Universal
Credit. Our Income Management
Service’s pro-active and
collaborative approach has helped
to minimise the impact on arrears,
with an increase of £77,000 for
current tenant arrears for 2018/19.
In addition, £5,233,690 was gained
for our customers through our
Money Advice Service.

The improved performance for
re-let time for standard (minor)
voids reported last year has been
maintained, with performance at
25.7 days, a reduction of over
5 days compared with 2016/17
performance. Rent loss due to
vacant properties has gone from
1.37% (including service charges)
to 1.46% (end of Q3 18/19) placing
us in the lower middle quartile
when comparing performance with
our peer group.

Areas where further mitigating
actions have been identified to
improve performance include
repairs appointments kept as a
% of appointments made and the
% of urgent and routine repairs
completed in timescale.

The % of residents satisfied with
the most recent repair increased
from 85.6% at the end of 2017/18
to 95.06% at the end of quarter
3 2018/19 and we are projected
to achieve 0% non decent homes
by the end of March 2019 (for the
seventh year running).

• Reducing % of time lost due to
staff sickness from 4.84% to
4.6%.

Targets have been set to improve
performance in a number of areas
including:
• Reducing void rent loss to 1.43%
by the end of 2019/20; and
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For more information contact:
Bolton at Home Limited
98 Waters Meeting Road
Bolton BL1 8SW
Telephone: 01204 328000
Email: info@boltonathome.org.uk
boltonathome.org.uk

